The spatial distribution of cumulus clouds is assumed to be the result of the effects of convective activity on the thermodynamic environment. These effects can be parameterized in terms of a stabilization function representing the time rate of change of convective available potential energy. Using these results, a new inhibition hypothesis explaining the expected characteristics of the spatial distribution of cumulus clouds is postulated. This paper performs a verification of the inhibition hypothesis on real and simulated cloud fields. In order to do so, an objective measure of the spatial characteristics of cumulus clouds is introduced. Multiple cloud experiments are performed with a three-dimensional numerical cloud model. Skylab pictures of real cumuli are also used in the verification. Results of applying this measure to simulated and observed cumulus cloud fields confirm the inhibition hypothesis.
INTRODUCTION
In meteorology the term cluster or clump has been used in several very different contexts. Tropical cloud clusters refer to the groupings of cumulus clouds in tropical and subtropical regions [Houze and Betts, 1981] ; in this case, the term cluster comes about as a result of subjectively comparing the cumulus cloud field itself with the synoptic environment that contains it. Clustering has also been used in conjunction with mesoscale convective complexes, where again the term is used in order to differentiate the mesoscale from the synoptic scale. In addition, the convective cells that occur in extratropical cyclones have been defined as clusters. These definitions have been given in purely subjective grounds. As implied above, the cluster label is given in order to differentiate two scales: the scale of the cloud field itself, on the one hand, and the scale of the ambient flow, on the other.
The nature of the spatial distribution of clouds is a reflection of two effects: (1) effects due to mechanisms external to the convective process, which are always present in nature, and (2) effects due to mechanisms intrinsic to convection itself. Any heterogeneities present in any of the external mechanisms must be reflected in the nature of the cloud field. Clearly then, it is always possible to observe natural cloud fields at scales large enough to make them appear clustered. The character of the spatial distribution of cumulus clouds will tend to reflect the heterogeneous character of the external forcing. The more fundamental question is whether or not atmospheric convection itself tends to induce a particular type of spatial distribution at the scale of several clouds. Is there an intrinsic property of the convection process that induces a particular type of distribution? To answer this question, the analyses must be carried out at scales larger than a single cloud but smaller than the scale of 1Now at Universities Space Research Association, NASA Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Alabama.
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0148-0227/90/89JD-02751 $05.00 the cloud field; at the same time, an objective measure of spatial distributional aspects must be given.
The spatial distribution of the convective cells can be described in stochastic terms. Either the spatial distribution of convective cells is purely random, or some kind of underlying physical mechanism is inducing deviations from randomness. The nature of the deviation from total randomness can be of two types. Namely, cumulus cloud populations will either tend to form groups or clusters, or they will tend toward a regular, gridlike distribution. Figure 1 gives a graphical description of these types of spatial distributions. For modeling purposes, determining whether any form of fundamental organization is present in cloud fields is of paramount importance. To do so, the question is, If the scale of observation is reduced to several cloud radii so that the effect of the heterogeneity in the external conditions is minimized, are real cloud fields clustered, random, or regular?
LITERATURE REVIEW
The relative grouping of cumulus clouds has been the object of much attention by hydrologists and meteorologists. The predominant point of view is that cumulus clouds tend to occur in clusters or groups and that this tendency to form groups is a consequence of mechanisms fundamental to convection [Plank, 1969; Hill, 1974; Lopez, 1978 Bretherton [1987 Bretherton [ , 1988 have indicated that the intrinsic characteristic of moist convection is a tendency to induce regular (as opposed to clustered) cloud fields.
In hydrology, the literature has been flooded with stochastic cluster models of precipitation fields in space-time, which attempt to reproduce the observed phenomenological structure of mesoscale precipitation events (see, for example, Kavvas majority of these models were constructed based on the assumption that the rain cells, embedded in the precipitation field, form clusters in space and time. Point processes with clustering characteristics were then postulated and, on the basis of agreement between simulated and observed fields, the hypothesis that convective rain cells tend to occur in clusters has been implicitly taken as true.
Plank one-dimensional and do not account for spatial distributional characteristics. Plank concluded, however, that although the initial structure of the cloud fields was characterized by no apparent organization, there was a tendency for bigger clouds to grow at the expense of smaller ones, and a tendency for these clouds to occur in groups. This grouping tendency was ascertained subjectively. No physical hypothesis for this apparent grouping was put forward. Hill [ 1974] , van Delden and Oerlemans [1982] , and Nakajima and Matsuno [1988] are among those who have observed or studied cloud clustering using numerical cloud models as experimental tools. Their experiments were performed with two-dimensional numerical cloud models, and some contained sustained external forcings, besides convection. All these experiments conclude that precipitationinduced downdrafts, caused by evaporation of rainwater in the subsaturated subcloud layer, are important factors in the initiation of further convection nearby, thus inducing cloud clustering. The implication is that cloud clustering is an intrinsic property of precipitating convection. No objective statistical test on this grouping tendency was performed. Clearly, two-dimensionality should be expected to increase the relative strength of the convergence-induced updraft (one degree of freedom is lost), thus making it relatively easier to overcome the stable stratification of the planetary boundary layer (PBL). Analogously, large-scale forcing may help in producing additional convection. Randall and Huffman [ 1980] proposed the mutual protection hypothesis to explain cloud clustering. Their thesis argues for clustering as a mechanism of self-preservation of convection. They suggested a simple linear stochastic conceptual model that parameterized the environmental effects of convection via a kernel of influence. Performing simulations with their conceptual model, they observe that clustered cloud fields are produced only when the kernel of influence is such that it implies a distribution of stabilization with a relative minimum at the cloud center. However, no A standard for complete spatial randomness (CSR), against which observed distributions in space can be compared, is needed. The purpose of the comparison is twofold: (1) to determine whether a given cloud field is completely random or not, and (2) to determine the nature of the deviations from CSR, if they exist.
The homogeneous Poisson process in a plane is the simplest possible stochastic mechanism for the generation of completely random spatial patterns. Its realizations define an ideal standard for CSR. A homogeneous Poisson process is defined by the following: (1) the counting process, N(A), has a Poisson distribution with mean AA, for A > 0; and (2) given N(A) = n, the n events form an independent random sample from the uniform distribution in A. That is, any location in A is as likely as any other to be the location of occurrence of one of the n events. This second condition implies independence, and so it would be violated if, for example, the existence of a cumulus cloud enhances or inhibits the occurrence of other clouds in its neighborhood. The proposed objective test for the inhibition hypothesis is then simple. First, the hypothesis that the spatial distribution of clouds is totally random is tested. This test is based on sample statistics for which theoretical distributions are known under CSR conditions. Second, if the CSR (Poisson) hypothesis is rejected, the nature of the deviation is determined: that is, if the distribution is more grouped than expected under CSR, the field is labeled clustered; if less grouped than expected under CSR, the field is labeled regular (see Figure 1) . Probabilistically, the deviation is measured in terms of the conditional probability of cloud occurrence. If the conditional probability of cloud occurrence is lower than under CSR conditions, the cloud field is regular; if it is higher, then the cloud field is clustered.
Point Analysis
The grouping characteristics of a point pattern can best be understood by concentrating the analysis on the distributions of the distances between events, particularly on the small distances. In general, evidence against CSR would be their excess or deficiency. A methodology based on these distributions was introduced in this context by Ramirez [1987] , and it is used below.
Tests are performed on the following distributions: (1) the distribution of nearest-neighbor distances G( ) and (2) the distribution of point-to-nearest event distances F( ). Theoretical expressions for these distributions under the assumption of CSR are available [see Ramirez, 1987 , and references therein). For finite areas, the above distributions depend on both the actual number of events n in the given area, and on the shape and size of the area A. These distribution functions characterize the first-and second-order properties of a CSR process. They can be used as a measuring standard in order to define whether arbitrary point patterns are completely random in space.
Besides the comparison between empirical and theoretical distributions for F( ) and G( ), tests are performed on some particular sample moments and statistics. Among the latter is the kth smallest interevent distance, with asymptotic null distribution, 
Clump Analysis
The idealization of clouds as points in space, although acceptable, imposes a restriction on the results of point analysis. Most reports of clustering are based on observations of cloud photographs or radar echoes, where the areal extent of the cloud appears explicitly. A subjective, but incorrect appreciation of clustering can be easily made when looking at finite-sized objects in space.
Objects of finite size, when uniformly distributed over a given area, will randomly overlap to form clumps. The distributions of the number of clumps, of their sizes, and of their separations are characteristics that could help in determining whether these clumps are the result of chance alone, or whether they are the result of interactions between the individual elements. Without an objective measure, clumps that form due to the overlapping of cells but that still follow a completely spatially random distribution in space, may subjectively be judged as clusters. However, there may be processes which will exhibit more clumps, or less clumps than would be expected from chance alone. Such deviations would then indicate that some kind of interaction is taking place among the elements of the population. In the suggested test, clouds are represented by circular cells whose diameters follow a given distribution function. The CSR standard is obtained in this case by a process in which cells are distributed in a plane with their centers randomly and independently located, that is, following a Poisson distribution in space. It can be shown [Ramirez, 1987] that the probability distribution function of clump sizes Pn is pn=Pl(l--Pl) n-I
where pn is the probability of an isolated clump of size n and P l is the probability that a cell of any diameter is isolated. Equation (1) represents the probability mass distribution of clump sizes for a random distribution of cells of different areas.
Assuming that cell diameters are distributed according to a simple distribution function ft)(' ), it can also be shown that the probability P l that a cell of any diameter is isolated 
The general methodology to be followed for clump analysis of simulated and observed cloud fields is similar to that used for point analysis. In this case, the sample statistics are the distribution of clump sizes Pn given by (1), the mean number of isolated clumps Cn given by (3), and the expected number of clumps of all sizes TC given by (4).
MULTIPLE CLOUD EXPERIMENTS

Introduction
In order to study the actual effect of cloud evolution on the development of mesoscale cloud patterns, two multiplecloud experiments were performed with the threedimensional numerical cloud model. These experiments are labeled C 1TEST and C2TEST. Only results from C ITEST are presented below (C2TEST yields similar results.) It is clear that for a fixed number of clouds distributed over identical areas, a more grouped field will exhibit an excess of small interevent distances and, in particular, a smaller minimum interevent distance. The opposite should be true if the clouds are less grouped than under CSR conditions. Consequently, in determining grouping characteristics based on interevent distances, a powerful statistic is the kth smallest interevent distance, Tk, whose null distribution under CSR conditions was introduced previously. For the simulated cloud fields analyzed, a test based on the X 2 distribution of the minimum interevent distance, T•, implies that for the analyzed field, the minimum interevent distance is significantly larger than if the cloud field were random or clustered. A test based on the distribution of the sample mean of the nearest neighbor distances overwhelmingly rejects the CSR alternative (see Table 2 ), in favor of a regular distribution.
Except for the early times in the evolution of the cloud fields (before 30 min), the results of the clump analysis (using finite areas for clouds) also show no evidence of clustering or randomness. On the contrary, there is a strong rejection of CSR in favor of regularity as evidenced by an excess in the total number of isolated clouds (see Table 3 ). The EDFs of the nearest neighbor distances are shown in Figure 6 . For the earlier time there seems to be no dominant tendency, and CSR can not be rejected. However, it is clear that for the later times there is a marked deficiency of small nearest neighbor distances. Thus the hypothesis of CSR must be rejected in favor of a regular distribution.
Tests on
The point-to-nearest event distance distributions, whose EDFs are shown in Figure 7 , confirm the above conclusions. Note the excess of empty spaces for the later time. Table 2 also presents the results of the minimum interevent distance statistic for the simulated precipitating clouds. The hypothesis of CSR cannot be rejected for the earlier time, while for the later time, when the number of precipitating clouds has increased, the same statistic strongly rejects the hypothesis of CSR. These results are also confirmed by the statistic based on the sample mean of the nearest neighbor distances (see Table 2 ). Table 3 gives the clump analysis results, also corroborating the tendency to regularity in precipitating clouds of finite size.
REAL CLOUD FIELDS: SKYLAB PHOTOGRAPHS
It is desirable to use real cloud fields in order to confirm or qualify the inhibition hypothesis. In order to do so, cloud photographs, taken by astronauts during several Skylab missions [NASA, 1977] , are used. Table 1 continental areas used are flat with no major orographic obstacles. Most of these cumuli can be the result of continued heating from below and so are, qualitatively, approximately duplicated by the simulated CITEST and C2TEST. Performing point analysis on the six real cloud fields produces results identical to those presented before for the simulated data sets, namely, no evidence of clustering at all, strong rejection of the CSR hypothesis, and more important, a strong indication that the fields are regular, again suggesting that the main effect of convection tends to inhibit, as opposed to enhance, further cloud formation nearby. Figure 9 shows the EDFs of the nearest neighbor distances. All estimated EDFs show a marked deficiency of small nearest neighbor distances, thus rejecting the hypoth- Table 4 also shows the results of tests based on the sample mean of the nearest neighbor distances. The hypothesis of CSR is rejected for all fields, and regularity is strongly suggested.
The evidence produced by clump analyses on the real cloud fields (Table 5) 
